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Introduction

The car that Jones currently owns and drives is 20 years old and is no longer reliable. And so Jones is considering buying a better vehicle. But not being a multi-millionaire, Jones can't afford the luxury of making a decision rashly. After careful pondering, Jones decides to buy a used ("previously owned") two-year-old Toyota. For a moment Jones considered buying a brand-new car, but realized that the higher price of the new car makes such a purchase unwise, despite the fact that the new car is a better vehicle than is the used Toyota.

But en route to the used-car dealership Jones encounters a splendid stroke of good luck when he helps two little old ladies cross the street while telling them that he's on his way to buy a used car. "My dear boy, thank you!" say the old ladies in unison. "We have more money than we know what to do with, and so we'll pay for your new vehicle. Price is no object! Splurge!"

Jones then rushes off and buys a fully loaded, shiny new Porsche 718 Boxster S.

And herein lies one important lesson emphasized by the late Nobel-laureate economist James Buchanan about government financing. The lesson, specifically, is that we spend other people's money more profligately than we spend our own.
Debt-financed government spending is paid for by future generations

James Buchanan (1919-2013) is best known for co-founding, along with his long-time colleague and co-author Gordon Tullock, public-choice economics. Scholars working in this sub-discipline of economics use the same tools of economic analysis that have proven to be so successful at explaining processes and outcomes observed in private markets to examine processes and outcomes in political “markets.” But the specific subject matter of Buchanan’s earliest work, which he often returned to throughout the six decades of his career, was public finance. Public-finance economists study the causes and consequences of government fiscal budgeting. They do so by looking at both sides of government budgets, the revenue side—that is, taxation—and at the expenditure side.

Buchanan’s first major publication, “The Pure Theory of Government Finance,” appeared in the *Journal of Political Economy* in 1949 and challenged his fellow public-finance economists to abandon the naïve assumption that government is a sentient creature with a single “fiscal brain” and motivated by nature to pursue the public good. Buchanan encouraged the more realistic approach of treating politicians and voters as individuals each with his or her own interest. When these self-interested people come together politically, each encounters incentives—costs and benefits—that affect their resulting political choices.

If, for example, a democratically elected government is constitutionally required to tax all incomes at the same rate—that is, required to use proportional (“flat”) taxation—the result will likely be an average rate of income taxation lower than that which would prevail if government is able to tax higher incomes at higher rates than those imposed on lower incomes. The reason for the rate difference is that the majority of voters would avoid imposing on themselves the same high tax rates that they would, if they could, impose only on the super-rich. Observed patterns of tax rates and tax revenues are thus explained not as the intentional results of a god-like Leviathan pursuing the public good but, instead, as the often unintentional results of self-interested voters and politicians each responding to the incentives that he or she encounters.

Among the most notable ways that government budgeting differs from private-household budgeting is that, in the former, unlike the latter, the money spent belongs to other people. Although formally all tax revenues “belong” to the citizens as a group—and formally the citizens as a group, usually through their representatives, make all spending decisions—the reality is very different. In reality, government spending decisions are necessarily made by a relatively small handful of particular
government officials. And the money these officials spend is not only not theirs, they cannot lawfully appropriate it for their own private use.

Buchanan realized that this reality has significant consequences for both the tax and spending sides of fiscal budgets. In his first book, *Public Principles of Public Debt* (1958), Buchanan explained—contrary to the prevailing view of mid-20th-century economists, perhaps most notably Abba Lerner (1948)—that when government spending is financed with debt, the individuals who repay the borrowed sums are *tomorrow’s* citizen-taxpayers, that is, individuals other than those who make the decision to borrow and spend. No fiscal institution so surely enables today’s citizen-taxpayers, and their political representatives, to spend other-people’s money than does debt financing.

The fact that those who pay for today’s government programs financed with borrowed money are *tomorrow’s* citizen-taxpayers is easy to see. Suppose government builds a vehicular bridge costing $1 billion. If government draws all of this $1 billion from current revenues, the individuals who pay for this bridge are today’s citizen-taxpayers. They do so either by paying to government $1 billion more in taxes or by taking $1 billion fewer in government services (or by some combination of both).

But if instead government obtains the $1 billion through borrowing, today’s citizen-taxpayers are spared the need to pay more in taxes or to take fewer government services. So the bridge is not paid for by today’s citizen-taxpayers. Indeed, the very point of debt financing by government is to relieve today’s citizen-taxpayers of the obligation to pay for whatever programs are funded with debt.

Because all funds for building the bridge are loaned to the government by creditors, a casual observer might conclude that the bridge is paid for by the creditors. But this conclusion is mistaken. The creditors are no more the purchasers of the bridge—and, hence, no more the ultimate payer for the bridge—than is a bank that lends money to a car buyer the purchaser of the car. In both cases, the purchaser is the borrower. In both cases the creditors supply only the liquidity that enables the purchases to be made by the *borrowers*. In both cases, what the creditors seek and receive from the transactions are not titles to or rights to use the items that are purchased. What creditors seek and receive are assets—bonds—that creditors expect will increase their net monetary wealth over time, with this increase coming in the form of repayment to them of principal plus interest.

Yet *someone* must pay for the bridge. If the payer is neither today’s citizen-taxpayers nor the creditors who lend funds to the government, who is it? Answer: It’s the citizen-taxpayers who are responsible for repaying the creditors. If the government bond matures 30 years after it is
issued, citizen-taxpayers 30 years down the road must, in order to retire the bond, either pay an additional $1 billion in taxes or suffer a $1 billion reduction in the value of government services they receive.

The only way future citizen-taxpayers can escape this payment obligation is for the government to default, in which case the bridge comes to be paid for, unwillingly, by the holder of the bond when it matures. Even in this circumstance, however, the bridge is still not paid for by those citizen-taxpayers who, 30 years earlier, chose to have government build the bridge. ¹

Future citizen-taxpayers are not today’s citizen-taxpayers

The fact that debt financing of government spending today pushes the burden of payment onto citizen-taxpayers tomorrow would lose nearly all of its relevance if tomorrow’s and today’s citizen-taxpayers were the same flesh-and-blood individuals. In such a case, the individuals who use debt financing to purchase some good or service through government are the same individuals who must eventually pay for what they purchase and consume. We can assume that, under these circumstances, spending decisions made today by citizen-taxpayers would be reasonably prudent given that those same citizen-taxpayers know that they, personally, will eventually have to fork over their own funds to pay for the debt-financed government programs. These programs would not be paid for with other people’s money.

But in reality tomorrow’s citizen-taxpayers are never the same individuals as are today’s citizen-taxpayers. Individuals die; others are born. Individuals leave the workforce; others join the workforce. Individuals emigrate out of, while others immigrate into, the jurisdiction. Individuals suffer unexpected losses of income; others enjoy unexpected gains. Such changes happen even over a matter of days, and over time they accumulate. Citizen-taxpayers who today must repay loans taken out decades earlier are not remotely the same group of individuals who years ago voted to have the government borrow and spend the money that must now be repaid. And today’s citizen-taxpayers surely are aware of this fact—meaning that they are also aware that, by today paying for today’s government

¹ For a fuller exposition of Buchanan’s demonstration that the persons who pay for debt-financed government projects are future citizen-taxpayers, see “Chapter 2: On the Burden of Government Debt” in The Essential James Buchanan by Boudreaux and Holcombe (2021).
programs with borrowed funds, they, personally, escape the obligation of having to pay for these programs.

The result is obvious: Easy access to debt financing prompts government to spend imprudently. Thus, the fact that voters overwhelmingly support an increase in government expenditures on, say, health care and national defense is not evidence that these programs are worthwhile; it is not evidence that these programs pass a reasonable cost-benefit test. Because the individuals who vote to increase spending on these programs are not the same individuals who will pay for these programs, voters today are too likely to “purchase” government programs that are excessively costly.

The temptation to spend more on one’s personal consumption if other people will pay the tab is naturally strong. It’s stronger yet if the other people who will pay the tab are abstract and faceless. And no people are more abstract and faceless than are people still unborn. People still unborn not only have no ability to express their preferences by voting in today’s elections, they are utterly invisible to—and likely not even considered by—those who do today express their preferences by voting. Easy access to debt financing causes government to spend too much and in ways that do not pass cost-benefit muster. Further, while he recognized the potential appropriateness of deficit financing of infrastructure and other capital projects that will yield the bulk of their benefits on future generations, Buchanan nevertheless worried that elected officials will be too easily tempted to deceptively classify all expenditures as ones that yield large streams of future benefits.

For these reasons, Buchanan advocated strict constitutional limitations on government’s ability to borrow. One of the few political movements that he actively participated in was the effort in the United States, during the 1980s and 1990s, to enact a balanced-budget amendment to the US Constitution. The failure of that effort deepened Buchanan’s pessimism about the long-run prospects of the American economy.

Democracy in deficit

Buchanan’s clear-eyed focus on the incentives that confront individual political decisionmakers revealed to him the manner in which the Keynesian “revolution” in economic theory and policy only further fuels fiscal imprudence.

As Buchanan explained most fully in his 1977 book with Richard Wagner, *Democracy in Deficit: The Political Legacy of Lord Keynes*, until the mid-20th century politicians were constrained by informal norms or moral qualms from resorting to reckless debt financing. Debt was frowned
upon. Also frowned upon was the fact—a fact widely understood until John Maynard Keynes published his extraordinarily influential *General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money* in 1936—that government projects funded with debt are indeed paid for by future generations. Keynes and Keynesianism, however, destroyed these norms and quashed these qualms.

According to Keynes, the overwhelming problem confronting mature capitalist economies is that consumers spend too little to keep everyone fully employed. Central to the Keynesian vision is the so-called “paradox of saving”—meaning that, while each individual person or household benefits from saving larger shares of their incomes, if too much such saving occurs the economy falls into recession. The recession, in turn, only further encourages people who are still employed to save even more, thus worsening the problem. Individual virtue—savings—produces a collective vice—recession.

Keynes insisted that the only reliable solution to this problem is government spending financed with debt. (For Keynesians, it’s generally more effective, although not strictly necessary, for the treasury to sell bonds, not to the public, but instead to the central bank in exchange for newly created money.) The Keynesian notion is that only government, taking an eagle-eyed view of the entire economy, has the incentive and ability to offset excessive private saving with an amount of new spending that drives the economy to full employment and keeps it there.

But—and this “but” is important—one the economy reaches full employment there’s no further need for government to “stimulate” it with debt-financed spending. Should the government continue to spend in this way once full employment is reached, the result will be inflation.

The Keynesian policy prescription can be summarized thus: When the economy is at less than full employment, government should engage in debt-financed ("deficit") spending; when the economy is at full employment with no inflation, government should balance its annual budget; when the economy is at full employment with inflation, government should run annual budget surpluses. Thus will the economy remain “fine-tuned.”

Most of debate surrounding Keynesian economics focuses on technical or theoretical questions. For example: How sticky are wages? Does government spending crowd out private spending? Is there really a tradeoff between inflation and unemployment?

But in their 1977 book, Buchanan and Wagner took a different tack. They argued that even if Keynesian theory is correct, the guidance that it offers for public policy is politically naive. While politicians will—as Keynesianism counsels—eagerly borrow and spend during periods of
unemployment, politicians will stubbornly not follow Keynesian policy prescriptions during times of full employment or inflation. During times that call for tight fiscal policy, no less than during times of unemployment, politicians will engage in debt-financed spending. The reason is that spending more today without simultaneously raising taxes is nearly always a good strategy for winning votes, for it allows citizen-taxpayers today to consume government programs today that will be paid for by future generations. As Buchanan and Wagner summarize, “the Keynesian theory of economic policy produces inherent biases when applied within the institutions of political democracy” (1977: Preface).

Buchanan’s and Wagner’s criticism of Keynes went still further. Keynes and his disciples, argued Buchanan and Wagner, undermined the moral aversion to debt-financed spending not only by actively encouraging such spending whenever a case can be made that aggregate demand is too low, but Keynesians also rejected the long-standing view of economists that debt-financed spending is paid for by future generations. Keynesians rejected this view by insisting that government debt that is “owed to ourselves” is no burden on future generations.

The Keynesian argument regarding debt that “we owe to ourselves” is that the losses to the citizen-taxpayers who must pay the bondholders are offset by the gains received by the bondholding citizens. Voila! Debt creates no net burden on future generations! But this argument, whatever its other flaws, ignores the fact that debt financing nevertheless allows some people (namely, today’s citizen-taxpayers) to spend money belonging to other people (namely, tomorrow’s citizen-taxpayers). And thus debt financing encourages excessive government spending.

But no matter. Widespread acceptance of this Keynesian argument conveyed the false impression that debt financing imposes no burden on future generations. Thus today’s citizen-taxpayers are relieved of qualms they once suffered about government spending borrowed funds. The resulting explosion of government’s net indebtedness, both in Canada and in the US, was no surprise to Buchanan, but it was a source of great worry. That worry now seems justified. And if we ever restore a sense of fiscal responsibility, we’ll owe to Jim Buchanan a debt of gratitude for the insight and inspiration that will fuel this restoration.

---
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